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Convergences and Divergences



The “Easy” Stuff
The Tough Stuff
Conceptually
Challenged
 Assignment Challenged
 Philosophically
Challenged




Case Studies
San Bernardino County
 LA Regional Inventory
 Chicago Regional
Inventory
 Napa County
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The “Easy” Stuff


Building Energy




Onroad Transportation









Geographic-based
Origin-destination

Waste




Electricity/Natural Gas

Waste Generation/Methane
commitment
Waste in Place

Wastewater
Water


Conveyance/Treatment
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The Tough Stuff: Large Stationary Sources


Who’s responsible?









USEPA
CARB
Local Air District
Local land use authority

Can dwarf all other sources of
emissions
OPTIONS




Include in base inventory and CAP
Include in base inventory but not in
CAP
Include but separate from base
inventory and not in CAP
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The Tough Stuff: Airports and Ports








Regional facility supporting
regional economy
But located in single
jurisdiction
Often differently structured
and autonomous authority
OPTIONS
Assign 100% to geographic
location
 Attempt assignment to
regional cities by factor
 Keep as a “regional item”
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The Tough Stuff: Agriculture










With few exceptions, not
regulated the same as other
development (“not development”)
Pressure toward non-regulatory
approaches in CAP
Can dominate rural county
inventories
AB 32 Scoping Plan limited help
for local reductions.
OPTIONS




Include in inventory and CAP
Include but separate from rest of
inventory and CAP
Include in inventory but not in CAP
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The Tough Stuff: Sequestration




Q: Why can’t I count
the sequestration in the
natural lands in my
jurisdiction?
A: Because natural land
is already busy keeping
the natural carbon
cycle balanced.
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The Tough Stuff: Sequestration


Land Use changes








Conversion of natural covers to urban
Conversion of natural covers to
agricultural
Conversion of agricultural uses to urban

ICLEI protocol recommends separation
…But losses of sinks are real emissions
OPTIONS





Don’t Inventory
Inventory Separate from Other Emission
Sources
Include in Inventory and CAP
Include in Inventory but not in CAP
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The Tough Stuff: Assignment Problems


Assignment issue examples:






Problems





High GWP Gases
Transit Emissions
Offroad Emissions
City-Specific Data often
difficult to find
Use of regional, state or U.S.
average dilutes accuracy

OPTIONS



Assign based on larger-scale
metric
Don’t include until get local
data
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The Tough Stuff: Base Year Philosophy



Year of the Monkey (1990)?
Or how about….







Or something more recent:






A Rat (2005)?
A Pig (2006)?
A Dog (2007)? or
A Rooster (2008)?
A Tiger (2010)?
A Rabbit (2011)? or
A Dragon (2012)?

OPTIONS




Backward: 1990, 2005 - 2007
The Lean Years: 2008 – 2009
Recent: 2010 - 2012
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Case Studies
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San Bernardino County


AG and CBD lawsuits




SCAQMD already started inventory first







Emphasis on comprehensive County inventory
But used reporting-based production-wide
approaches.
Divergences from consumption based
approach to electricity and waste generation
Included biogenic CO2
Only combustion emissions

Stationary – Cement manufacture





Huge source
ARB regulation
But some County influence
Included but not focus on local CAP initiatives
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Napa County: Agriculture








Without Agriculture, reduction
effort similar to other Bay Area
cities
With Agriculture, much higher
relative reduction effort for
new development
Could use voluntary agriculture
measures, but some want only
mandatory approaches.
Finding the right balance is the
Art of the County’s CAP (still in
progress)
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Napa County: Sequestration


Why are we special?






The challenge of years:






Often not included in city inventories.
Not in BAAQMD Regional Inventory
Not fully in ARB state inventory
Does one year really represent a baseline?
High variation in land cover change between
years
Comparison on trends

But in Napa, new vineyard > 5% slope trigger
CEQA



Project level analysis includes sequestration
….So, any tiering CAP needs to include
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Los Angeles Regional Inventory








Stationary Sources
Airports and Ports
Offroad
Agriculture
High GWP
Sequestration
A step toward making
regionally consistent local
inventories
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Chicago Regional Inventory








Stationary Sources
Transit
Offroad
Agriculture
High GWP Sources
Sequestration
Changes in methodology
required revised estimate
for prior years and a
“why” analysis
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Chicago Inventory, Change 2005 - 2010
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Chicago Inventory, Changes 2005 - 2010
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Thoughts




Some sources only make sense in
a regional or statewide context
Keep inventories for CAPs
focused on sources that









Can be accurately assigned to
jurisdiction using local data
Can be readily influenced by
jurisdiction.

Inventory what makes local
sense.
Use extreme caution in
comparisons to other jurisdictions.
Your new inventory may change
your old inventory
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Thanks…and Contact Information


Rich Walter
ICF International
620 Folsom St., Suite 200
San Francisco, CA 94107
510-290-1860
Rich.Walter@icfi.com
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